3) **Urban Stories by Curious Works:**

Here is a brief description of the project from the website: (thestoriesproject.com.au)

"The Stories Project is an online channel of untold Australian stories.

It launches with two crews reporting from opposite sides of the continent: Urban Stories from Western Sydney and Desert Stories from the Western Desert, remote Western Australia.

The Urban Stories crew is made up of some seriously diverse Australians, many of whom came to Australia as refugees from different corners of the planet. The Desert Stories crew is made up of folks from the Martu mob, the last Indigenous group to make contact with the British.

The Stories Project will deliver beautiful bursts of cinema, filmed on the streets and sand dunes of Australia, straight to your place.

A mixture of art and journalism, these will not be the kinds of stories you can find in our newspapers or on television. They will be stories about our diverse communities created by the freshest talent within those communities."